The American Society of Civil Engineers is an international organization aimed at providing industry professionals the most up to date Civil Engineering practices and techniques while encouraging industry wide focus on community and the advancement of human development.

The ASCE at FAU Chapter provides opportunities for students to learn how to communicate, socialize, lead, and work in a team driven professional engineering environment. The following are some of the benefits that our organization provides for students and the community:

- Exposure to ongoing engineering projects through tours of project sites.
- Hands on learning of engineering practices and use of materials.
- Practical knowledge from guest speakers whom are professionals in the field.
- Service to the community through various volunteering events.
- And much more!

This year ASCE will be preparing for the annual 2012 ASCE Southeast Regional Conference, in Tallahassee Florida. At the conference, students compete in a variety of competitions with almost 27 Southeast universities. The Steel Bridge Competition and the Concrete Canoe Competition are the two major engineering design competitions, which are nationwide events and our largest hands-on project.

As we strive for excellence in the competitions we seek your support and guidance throughout our design process. Any assistance from professional knowledge, material donations to financial support is greatly appreciated. With your help we will reach our goals to make it the National competition.

We appreciate all of your support and thank you for your consideration!

Sincerely,

Joe Simhon
President ASCE Chapter at FAU
jsimhon@fau.edu
(954) 489-8491

Ramesh S.V. Teegavarapu, Ph.D., P.E., P.Eng.
Faculty Advisor ASCE Chapter at FAU
ramesh@civil.fau.edu
(561) 297-3444
Below is just our basic outline of sponsorship opportunities. The features can be mixed and matched depending on sponsors’ needs. We are understanding of economic times and the ability to provide financial assistance. Anything that can be considered is greatly appreciated.

NOTE: The website mentioned in the sponsor levels below is still under construction. Our new site is set to launch by the end of June 2011.

Thank you again for your consideration and support!

**Sponsor Levels**

**DIAMOND** $2,500+ OR Materials Worth $4,500+

- Premier Sponsor’s Plaque
- 100 “Sponsored” T-shirts with civil engineering themed design and be the only sponsor to be displayed on the shirt. Shirts to be distributed to students throughout campus or at a specific time agreed by ASCE and sponsor. (Only applies to monetary donations)
- Sponsor to be prominently displayed on various shirts created throughout the year among other sponsors.
- Company Webpage (on our sponsors’ section of the ASCE at FAU website for 1 year) with links and contact information for the sponsor.
- Blog PR Article premiering the sponsor on our website (will stay on our website for the length of the site’s life!) *Must provide content for the article in which ASCE will edit.
- Featured Article on our homepage with large image (900x400 pixels) for 3 months with links and contact information for the sponsor (Sponsor to Provide Image).
- Logo with website link to be displayed on all monthly newsletters for 1 year WITH a feature story on 1 of the newsletters (story from the blog).
- Company to be displayed on competition banners, competition t-shirts and on other allowable competition collateral.
- Company advertisement in the ASCE at FAU Office AND on Civil Department Bulletin Boards (Sponsor to provide company’s business cards and/or fliers).
- Seminar Event giving the sponsor the opportunity to speak to a diverse range of students in the Engineering field. (Event should be planned and solidified 2 months in advanced for appropriate marketing to ensure attendance)
PLATINUM $1,500 - $2,499 OR Materials Worth $3,000 - $4,499

- Premier Sponsor’s Plaque
- 50 “Sponsored” T-shirts with civil engineering themed design and be the only sponsor to be displayed on the shirt. Shirts to be distributed to students throughout campus or at a specific time agreed by ASCE and sponsor. (Only applies to monetary donations)
- Sponsor to be prominently displayed on various shirts created throughout the year among other sponsors.
- Company Webpage (on our sponsors’ section of the ASCE at FAU website for 1 year) with links and contact information for the sponsor.
- Blog PR Article premiering the sponsor on our website (will stay on our website for the length of the site’s life!) *Must provide content for the article in which ASCE will edit.
- Featured Article on our homepage with large image (900x400 pixels) for 1 month with links and contact information for the sponsor (Sponsor to Provide Image).
- Company advertisement in the ASCE at FAU Office AND on Civil Department Bulletin Boards (Sponsor to provide company’s business cards and/or fliers).

GOLD $1,000 - $1,499 OR Materials Worth $2,000 - $2,999

- Sponsor’s Plaque
- To be displayed on various shirts created throughout the year among other sponsors.
- Company Webpage (on our sponsors’ section of the ASCE at FAU website for 1 year) with links and contact information for the sponsor.
- Blog PR Article premiering the sponsor on our website (will stay on our website for the length of the site’s life!) *Must provide content for the article in which ASCE will edit.
- Company advertisement in the ASCE at FAU Office AND on Civil Department Bulletin Boards (Sponsor to provide company’s business cards and/or fliers).

SILVER $500 - $999 OR Materials Worth $1,250 - $1,999

- Sponsor’s Plaque
- To be displayed on various shirts created throughout the year among other sponsors.
- Company Webpage (on our sponsors’ section of the ASCE at FAU website for 6 months) with links and contact information for the sponsor.
- Company advertisement in the ASCE at FAU Office (Sponsor to provide company’s business cards and/or fliers).
BRONZE $150 - $499 OR Materials Worth $550 - $1,249

- Company **Logo on website** (on our sponsors’ page of the ASCE at FAU website for 1 year) with links and contact information for the sponsor.
- Company advertisement in the **ASCE at FAU Office** (Sponsor to provide company’s business cards and/or fliers).

SEMINAR SPONSOR $500

- **Seminar Event** giving the sponsor the opportunity to speak to a diverse range of students in the Engineering field. (Event should be planned and solidified 2 months in advance for appropriate marketing to ensure attendance)
- **Blog PR Article** premiering the seminar on our website (will stay on our website for the length of the site’s life!) *Must provide content for the article in which ASCE will edit.
- Video and production of the seminar to be placed on website and YouTube (will stay on our website for the length of the site’s life!)
- Company **Logo on website** (on our seminars page of the ASCE at FAU website for 1 year) with links and contact information for the sponsor.
- Company advertisement in the **ASCE at FAU Office** (Sponsor to provide company’s business cards and/or fliers).